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About This Game

Be A Crane Master

Have you ever seen a crane operator and thought that you would have done the same, seeing the world from bird’s eye view and
touching the clouds? Now you’ve got such an opportunity!

Play as a real crane operator and put the container in the appropriate place. In each round you will have to put one container in
the indicated place. You don’t have much time! The higher level you achieve, the faster time goes and the less time you have to

move the containers.

To make a bigger impression on you, we’ve decided to move our game to virtual reality. You will have an opportunity not only
to experience what the crane operator normally does but also to look at the world from the perspective of 72-metres machine. If

you have a fear of heights, be careful - you can feel a little bit dizzy.

Use Vive controllers to control a crane and an elevator that will take you to the top of the vehicle. Be precise and try to not fall -
in virtual reality losing can be very painful!

Ready to Start? So… Let’s Play A Game!
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Title: VR Crane Master
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
RealityBusters.co
Publisher:
MoreFromIT Sp. z o.o.
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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HEY COME ON COME ON
GET SERIOUS
ROCK YOU
ARE YOU OK?. Quite a fun little game. Lots of pyrotechnics and nice art style to boot. The puzzles have been interesting
without being too frustrating.. i think this was a great little game. the puzzles were challenging and the art was intriguing. the
story was a bit 1 dimensional but everything was enjoyable nonetheless. if you like puzzles and beautiful scenery along with
casual gameplay, you will most certainly enjoy this little gem.. Totally recommend this super game! For 3\u20ac and playable 6
characters (well the story is same at every char) is just amazing!. I'm sure the game would be fine...if it was in English. Half of it
is in poorly translated english which I can tolerate, but the other half is in Chinese. I don't speak Chinese. So for the short time I
played it I couldn't process what I was doing at all.. Murder ducks, make stuff explode, get points. What's more to love?. Wow!
Bought this for me an my son. We played 3 games over a 1 hour period. Sadly, I got dunked on every game, but I'll definitely
pwn him next time. This is a must have game if you like RTS, or startegic games. The balance of resource collection, and force
development is very well done, and the fog of war is on point. It is very reminiscent of "HomeWorld" sans the awesome music
score. I have yet to play with the in game options, or build my own ship, but I am looking forward to it.

For less than $6.00 this is a steal. Get this game, and help support this awesome developer!!!
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I think it is a fun, and addicting game.

Pro's:
It's hard
It's free
It's fun to play
Fitting graphics
There are more updates coming

Cons:
Controls
Upgrades for the character would be nice
More guns?. Don't buy this game cause it was clearly abandoned as no update was made since February. The game had potential
to buy a nice RPG but not in this state.. Just as expected, not all of the monsters or rooms are even listed, I wouldn't waste your
money on this small package... bah.... First VR game that I have played for 16 hours after only having the game for 2 day.. Let
me preface this by saying that the core concept of the game appeals to me, and I don't just mean the idea of going through a
JRPG in a disjointed format: The idea of making each flashback essentially its own single-dungeon long min-JRPG to tell the
story of a considerably longer JRPG is something that appealed to me. They were clearly trying to focus on the dungeon
crawling portion of a JRPG while minimizing the actual *grind* portion. Since you can't carry stuff over, that random loot you
pick up in a dungeon is more meaningful: It would be a pain to grind for enough money to get the latest equipment, so that stuff
you find in a dungeon, that new tier of armor, is actually relevant. Except their attempt to fend off the grind actually hurt them
quite a bit in the design stage.

So, you will never need to grind in this game. Not for levels, not for equipment, not for money. Every Flashback starts you off
with everything you'll need to clear the stage with a little bit of difficulty -- assuming you aren't getting like 20 extra levels worth
of stat boosts, which you probably are. Meanwhile, while towards the start of the game those chests are meaningful, by the time
you get roughly halfway through the game, most of the time you open up a chest and get armor that's a tier lower than what the
team already has. They frequently start you off with equipment far better than you'll actually find in the dungeons,
which ends up meaning that even with the game having complete control of your equipment, most of the stuff you find
in dungeons is still little more than vendor trash. I suppose you could return to town to sell them so you can buy the next tier
of armor, but that's also pointless: As mentioned before, the game's already given you everything you need to clear the thing,
so why bother? And thus the dungeon crawling and monster fights turn into a chore: You already have way more levels than
you'll ever need, your equipment will always be sufficient even if you don't touch stores at all, and the dungeons give you
little more than vendor trash, leaving the elaborate dungeon setups as little more than mazes that slow your progress, since
you're probably constantly casting repel so that you're not stuck wasting all your time in pointless monster fights. With all
this said, it's pretty clear that the mechanics as they are now is incredibly flawed.

But let's talk about the other thing. Surely being able to flashback to several points in the story means that you'll have to go
through the entire thing in an unusual order, right? Actually, no. For the most part, the game's pretty linear for the most
part. There are a few points where they jump ahead, before returning to the previous spot we were shown, but those are the
exceptions rather than the rule. Otherwise, it's pretty linear, so it feels like they didn't even deliver on the game's gimmick
concept.

As for the plot itself, it is indeed pretty standard JRPG fare -- whether you consider that a good thing or a bad thing is up to
you. Perhaps the biggest thing to note however, is that when taken as a whole, the game's plot seems to be split into two
distinct segments, with the majority of the game in the first segment, and a second segment for the finale (roughly the last
"minute" of the boss battle). While the first part at the very least feels reactive, the second part ends up feeling less like
you're a participant and more like you're being forced to watch someone else's carefully devised plot and suddenly it feels
like everything you did in the first part was completely meaningless, because... As far as the game's concerned, it was.
Further explanation veers into spoilers, so please try and ignore the upcoming black bars.

The game's final minute introduces two previously unmentioned characters, and immediately establishes them as pivotal to
the plot. What, you're not invested in characters we just made appear now that the game's almost over? Here, have a bunch
of arbitrary flashbacks to show why you should care about them. You don't even have gameplay during these, not really. You
just have flashback after flashback of "you should care about these characters", and I can't help but feel that I might have
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cared about them if these flashbacks weren't all offloaded onto me during the finale. By the time they're finally revealed in
the plot, you basically have no time to be invested in them, but they are constantly pushed as The Characters You Should Care
Most About. You can't seriously expect us to be invested in a rival and love interest that literally aren't even mentioned until
the end of the game, can you?

I might just be a bit bitter that the constant shiptease with Clover was arbruptly dropped because of course the protagonist's
one true love is this character that wasn't even mentioned before now, though.

Fourth minute stuff aside, I did actually enjoy this game. I mean, I actually finished it, which is a good indicator that I was
actually pretty invested in it and cared enough to play it to the end. That being said, looking at it from an analytical
standpoint, I absolutely can't recommend this game to people, especially at its current price tag.. Why do I need to be online to
play single player games?

 The people who made this game should be ashamed of themselves.

This is absurd.. Didn't play much yet but its awesome, first thing i do is raid a caravan im evil!. Literally the same heist but
on different maps
fu-ck off \/ 100. So here's how to sum this dlc at least for me
- The character voice itself is not Al Pacino but still quite good at potraying the character (Scarface)
- Unique DMR
- Mediocore melee
- Useful and fun to use perk deck
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